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THE LATTER-DAY DELAY OF CHRIST’S SECOND COMING HAD A
PROFOUND EFFECT ON MORMONISM, BOTH THEOLOGICALLY
AND SOCIALLY.

THE Second Coming is described as a day of
vindication and deliverance for the righteous but
one of judgment and woe for the rest of us.

Throughout sacred history, the faithful have looked
with hope and longing for the great and dreadful day of
the Lord, when they would be delivered from sorrow
and oppression. The exiled Psalmist’s lament, "How
long, O Lord? wilt thou hide thyself forever,’’1 is echoed
by Joseph Smith’s eloquent plea from the Liberty Jail:

O God, where art thou? And where is the pavilion that
covereth thy hiding place? How long shall thy hand be

weeds and thistles, was small encouragement to one
who expected to be part of the bonfire. "Not yet," I
secretly prayed. Maybe by the time I was old myself it
would seem a little more welcome, especially if it meant I
could be "changed in the twinkling of an eye" and not
have to die. So far, my prayers for a delay have been
answered.

I’m not sure how typical my neurotic childhood was,
but Mormonism is often classified as a premillennialist
or adventist sect. It has emphasized the imminence of
the Second Coming of Christ and the end of the world

LONG 0

THE DELAY OF THE PAROUSIA IN MORMONISM

stayed... ? Yea, O Lord, how long shall they suffer these
wrongs and unlawful oppressions... ? Let thine anger be
kindled against our enemies, and, in the fury of thine
heart, with thy sword avenge us of our wrongs.2

As a boy, I used to worry about the Second Coming. I
could not convince myself that the Lord would be so
lenient as to put me on his right hand. When an elderly
gentleman in our ward prayed fervently, "Hasten the
day of thy return, O Lord, when thou shalt cleanse the
earth of iniquity," my "Amen" was less than heartfelt. I
could understand such sentiments in a man too old to
have any thought of sin, but I needed time to repent, lots
of time. The trouble was, the end was going to come
suddenly, like a thief in the night. You could go to sleep
safe and snug one night and wake up the next morning
to heavenly trumpets and atomic bombs. I was
convinced the big day was just around the corner;
certainly it would be in my lifetime. My mother’s
promise that I wouldn’t have to weed the garden any
more, since the earth would be cleansed of noxious

Editors’ Note
This paper amt response were originally y~iven at the 1982 Sunslone Theological
Symposium.

from its inception. Joseph Smith’s early visions stressed
this point, with Moroni quoting apocalyptic prophecies
which he said were "about to be fulfilled.’’4 The Book of
Mormon’s publication is a self-proclaimed sign of the
last days,5 and the name of the church emphasizes its
eschatological orientation: it is the church of latter-day
saints.°

This eschatological outlook, anticipating the final
events of the history of this world, is one of the
prominent characteristics that Mormons share with the
earliest Christians, those of the so-called apostolic age.
In fact, the most significant "discovery" of New
Testament scholarship in the last century has been the
profound and overriding importance of eschatology--
the expectation of the imminent end of the world--in
the preaching of Jesus and the early Christian
community.7 Jesus proclaimed the coming of the
Kingdom, or rule of God, upon earth, which would mean
the end of the current rule of evil. He focused most of his
parables on the radical changes the Kingdom would
bring, warned of its sudden advent, prophesied of the
attendant destruction, and prayed for its
consummation. To judge by the reports of his ministry,
he expected it soon, at least within the lifetime of his
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disciples.~ Referring to the apocalyptic signs of the
coming of the Son of Man, he assured them, "This
generation shall not pass away, until all these things
have happened."o On another occasion he told them,
"There are some of those standing here who will not
taste death until they have seen the kingdom of God
come in power."~o And in sending the disciples out to
proselytize the Jews, he further specified, "Before you
have gone through all the towns of Israel the Son of Man
will have come.’’~1

Jesus directed his message to a people steeped in apo-
calyptic expectation, and the authorities, both Jewish
and Roman, took his proclamation of a change of rule
quite seriously. In fact, his declaration of a new Torah,
combined with his successful battles with demons, were
signs that the Kingdom was already in some sense
present or at least beginning to break in. Despite Jesus’
disclaimer that his kingdom was not of this world, he
was executed as a political subversive, a danger to the
order and stability of the state.

The execution did not have the desired effect of
suppressing the Jesus-movement, since the cross was
only the prelude to Easter. The conviction that "the Lord
is risen" catalyzed the early Church into a united body of
believers. If Jesus had apparently failed to fulfill the
Messianic prophecies of military deliverance of Israel,
God had vindicated him in raising him up from the dead
and glorifying him as his S0n.12 When the message of the
Gospel had gone forth to all nations and the world
ripened in iniquity, the resurrected Jesus promised his
followers, he would then return "on the clouds of glory,
with the sound of a trump," and all the enemies of
righteousness would be overthrown.13 The end was not
yet, but nigh. Paul advised his converts not to get too
settled in or committed to worldly concerns; they
wouldn’t be important for long.14 In fact, Paul clearly
taught that death would be abolished even as an interim
step to the resurrection; Christ would come and change
mortality to immortality instantly.~s

But it was just this promise of the Messiah’s early
parousia (Greek for coming or presence) to deliver the
saints from death which raised questions among the
faithful. When Christians in Thessalonica began dying
before that time, their relatives and friends worried
about them being left out of the good times to come. Paul
admonished them not to grieve as those without hope
do; believers who had died would be resurrected first
when Jesus returned. "Then we who are left alive shall
join them, caught up in clouds to meet the Lord in the
air."10

The delay turned out to be longer than anyone had
foreseen. The destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple
were interpreted as the death throes of the old age and
the birth pangs of the new, but not even this catastrophe
resulted in the final consummation. Doubters arose
within the ranks. II Peter strongly condemns those who
"scoff at religion and live self-indulgent lies," who
asked, "Where now is the promise of his coming.:’ Our
fathers have been laid to rest, but still everything
continues exactly as it has always been since the world
began.’’17 These "false prophets" were gaining "many
adherents," evidently from among former believers.18
As the interim stretched out even longer, profound

sociological and theological adjustments became
necessary. The Church could no longer exist merely as a
gathered community awaiting the end. The communal
experiment reported in Acts 2 and 4 was abandoned
early on. A system of leadership and church governance
had to be developed, especially as the apostles and other
eyewitnesses left the scene. The written Gospels were
produced in response to this delay, as a new generation
of disciples who "knew not Jesus," or his associates, had
to be told the story39 Christians had to learn how to
survive and keep their faith in a hostile pagan empire.
Instead of expecting to be snatched out of the fire, they
developed a rationale which glorified martyrdom as a
guarantee of salvation.20

The Church’s understanding of who Jesus was and
what he had accomplished underwent extensive and
prolonged development. As the axiom among students
of Christology puts it, whereas Jesus preached the
Kingdom, the Church preached Jesus.21 Christians
gradually spoke less and less of Jesus as the Messiah of
Israel or the apocalyptic Son of Man and focused on his
position as the Son of God. This emphasis led to the
doctrine of the Trinity.22 By the end of the second
century literal millennialism was widely_qu_estioned and
apocalyptic imagery was being reinterpreted on a
symbolic or spiritual level. Christianity became less a
"kingdom of priests" and more a prosperous institution
which could better minister to the religious needs of the
laity. Christians were becoming increasingly
indistinguishable from the pagans of the Empire.23
Those Christians who yearned for holiness felt the need
to go out into the desert as individuals or groups and live
as monks.24 The alliance of Christianity and the Roman
State in the fourth century marked the decisive step in
this adjustment to the reality of on-going history. The
Kingdom of God was already present in the Church
itself; its influence and power were expanding to cover
the known world. Christ would not return until the Last
Judgment. Nothing would have surprised Jesus and his
early followers more than the triumph of institutional
Christianity; most of them expected the imminent end
of the world, not its conversion. The phenomenon of the
"Delay of the Parousia," the non-event of the promised
early return of Christ, was thus of profound significance
for the history of Christianity.

1V~aRMONISM, I believe, has undergone a
rallel process. Nineteenth-century
ormonism experienced a series of crises, each

of which seemed, in the minds of the faithful, to set the
stage for God’s promised final intervention on behalf of
his oppressed saints. But their faith in the imminence of
the end has proved, in retrospect, to be at best
premature. This latter-day delay of the Parousia
necessarily had a profound effect on Mormonism, both
theologically and socially. The radical changes in the
Church from the previous century to the present day
have received increasing attention in recent years. The
delay in the fulfillment of millennial prophecies and thus
the unexpected extension of profane history is a
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significant factor in those changes which has often been
overlooked.x5

The first major occasion for disappointment in the
delay of the Second Coming was the failure to establish
Zion in Missouri during the 1830s. Mormons were
commanded to gather into one place to prepare for the
coming of Christ almost from the beginning.2~ In fact,
Mormonism has been distinguished from other
millennialist sects of the time by its primary
concentration upon the place rather than the time of the
Lord’s appearance,x; The word of the Lord was clear and
specific: "Missouri... is the land which I have appointed
and consecrated for the gathering of the saints.
Wherefore, this is the land of promise, and the place for
the city of Zion. And . . . Independence is the center
place.

JESUS AND HIS FOLLOWERS
EXPECTED THE IMMINENT
END OF THE WORLD, NOT ITS
CONVERSION.

Despite the divine assurances of an inheritance for the
faithful in Zion, conflict and persecution in Missouri
culminated in Governor Boggs’s extermination order in
1839.x9 Zion was then in the hand of the Lord, and
although the Saints would suffer from their enemies,

nevertheless, I the Lord am with them, and will come
down in heaven from the presence of my Father and
consume the wicked with unquenchable fire ....
Wherefore, seeing that I, the Lord, have decreed all these
things upon the face of the earth, I will that my saints
should be assembled upon the land of Zion

in refuge from the desolation coming upon the wicked.30
Yet even this early (August, 1831), the caution was
added: "This is not yet, but by and by.’’31

To Martin Harris this waiting period for the Lord’s
vengeance meant only a few years,32 and the Zion’s
Camp expedition was carried out in this same spirit of
confidence in the imminence of divine intervention.
Such enthusiasm carried the seeds of disillusionment
when the prophecies went unfulfilled, as can be deduced
from the revelations rationalizing the failure. In an 1841
revelation which begins on a strongly eschatological
note, the Saints in Nauvoo are commanded to again
commence building a temple. The Lord has accepted the
efforts of the diligent in Missouri, although they were
hindered by their enemies. Those will be visited with
"judgment, wrath, and indignation," but the Lord was
giving them more time to repent; that is he was delaying
the day of his coming.33 Earlier, however, the Saints had
been admonished that afflictions and obstacles were
allowed by the Lord due to transgressions; chastening
was necessary to refine them.34

Regardless of the extent to which the Missouri
experience was perceived as a delay of the Parousia,
pronouncements on the Lord’s advent by Church
leaders began to deemphasize the nearness of the event.

The Prophet himself set the tone. As early as 1835 he
predicted that "fifty-six years should wind up the
scene.’’35 Parley P. Pratt echoed this general dating in
1838 when he prophesied that in about 50 years the
Gentiles would be scourged and largely overthrown, or
"the Book of Mormon will have proved itself false."36
Joseph Smith emphatically refuted the timetable of
William Miller, who gained a large following in New
York and New England in the early 1840s when he
calculated the date for Christ’s return, based upon his
study of biblical prophecy, as 1843 or 1844. The exact
time has never been revealed to anyone, the Mormon
prophet insisted, but he was certain it would not be for at
least 40 more years.37 The basis of this postponement
was a revelation received in 1842, now canonized as
D&C 130:14-17:

I was once praying very earnestly to know the time of the
coming of the Son of Man,-when I heard a voice repeat
the following: "Joseph, my son, if thou livest until thou
art eighty-five years old, thou shalt see the face of the
Son of Man; therefore let this suffice, and trouble me no
more on this matter."

He was not sure that the .appearance referred to was the
Parousia ushering in the Millennium but concluded he
could safely say it "would not be any sooner than t-hat
time."

From our vantage point, the time targeted in this
series of predictions (around 1890) was obviously too
soon, but it is important to realize the dampening effect
such pronouncements had on the millennial enthusiasm
of the late 1830s and early 1840s. If the President of the
Church today were to emphatically state that the
Second Coming would not be for at least another 50
years, I would certainly want to unload my stock i~n
wheat grinder companies.

It is the nature of adventist groups to experience some
disillusionment in delay, and most do not survive long
as millenarian cults.38 Those that do attain longevity
must modify their beliefs about the future.39 This is as
true of Mormonism as it was of early Christianity.
Grant Underwood, in his study of Mormon millennial
beliefs, concentrates on the contrasting opinions
articulated in the early church compared to the modern
period on such topics as the expected conditions,
activities, and participants during the 1000 years
following the return of Christ. He indicates that these
changes began to develop in the 1840s.40 But there were
other, more immediate changes in thinking. At first the
Saints refused to accept their plight. Following their
expulsion from Jackson County in 1833, the Prophet
indicated an early return to Zion for the pure in heart:
"...behold, there is none other place appointed than that
which I have appointed; neither shall there be any other
place . . . for the work of the gathering of my saints."al
Initially, Church members based their continued faith in
the explanation that they needed to be tried and refined
before receiving their inheritance in Zion. Eventually,
however, Smith expanded the concept of location, so
that by April of 1844 he described the entire continents
of North and South America as Zion.42 Jackson County
was only the center spot. The frequency and intensity of
eschatological revelations noticeably declined in the
Nauvoo period,a3 and the imminence of the Second
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Coming was further deemphasized by the Prophet’s
focus upon the sequence of historical events which must
precede the Parousia.aa

In this context the Latter-day Saints developed a
strong sense of participation in bringing about the
necessary conditions for the Millennium. They could not
simply gather to one spot and await the fireworks; they
were required to become kingdom builders and
themselves help prepare the way for the Second
coming,as This activism was expressed on several fronts.
As Klaus Hansen has shown, the organization in 1844 of
the Council of Fifty, the political arm of the Kingdom of
God, was "intended to prepare the world for a literal,
political government in anticipation of Christ’s
millennium."a~ Apostle Orson Hyde was sent to dedicate
the Holy Land for the return of the Jews. Since the
restored gospel needed to be preached to all nations
before the end, a new missionary thrust was instigated.
Such evangelization may be interpreted not simply as an
attempt to hasten the Day of the Lord by actively
working to fulfill prophecy, but also as a sublimation of
the distress and doubt resulting from the delay of the
promised divine intervention. If the enemies of the
Church could point to the apparent failure of Mormon
hopes concerning Zion, the faithful would find that, in

’spite of this, more and more people were being
el convinced of the validity of those beliefs. Increased

commitment to a cause in the face of disappointed
expectations has been noted in several millennial sects,a7

On this model, John Gager has suggested that the
increase in proselytism in the early Christian church
may be explained in terms of group psychology as a
manifestation of "cognitive dissonance.’’48 The
unprecedented enthusiasm and success of Mormon
missionaries during the Nauvoo period may be
attributed, in part, to just such an attempt to sublimate
the disappointment over the exile from Missouri.a~ In an
earlier revelation alluding to the imagery in Daniel of
the stone cut from the mountain rolling forth to fill the

{ whole earth, the Saints were reminded that the
¯ ,.~ Kingdom of God on earth had to go forth in order for the

Son of Man to bring the Kingdom of Heaven from
above.50

Another "crisis of delay" began at the death of the
Prophet. Seen in an eschatological context, the
confusion of many Church members at Joseph’s
untimely murder was more than just a succession crisis.
As Hansen notes, "In their millenarian expectations,
[the Saints] do not seem to have contemplated the need
for [a successor].’’51 But Joseph had succeeded in
establishing the direction of the Restoration movement,
which was thQroughly eschatological.

Nevertheless, because of Smith’s pointed refutation
~. of the Millerite prophecies, the expectation of an

immediate Parousia was somewhat blunted. Even so, the
Saints did not consider the exodus to the Rocky
’ Mountains to be a permanent move; they expected to
return to Missouri as soon as they were prepared.52 The

~ removal to the West was not just to escape persecution
but also to give the Mormons a chance to build their Zion
society unmolested. Only then would the Lord open the
way for them to reclaim the land of their promised
inheritance.
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This "postmillennial" aspect, helping to bring about
the conditions necessary for the millennium, illuminates
much of Brigham Young’s kingdom building efforts.
Preparation for the Second Coming was a major impetus
behind the Mormon Reformation of the 1850s.53
Various attempts to establish the United Order were
intended both to condition the Saints to a millennial
economic system and to work out bugs.54 The principle
of plural wives in celestial marriage was also proclaimed
and promulgated as a foretaste of the heavenly
conditions to prevail when Christ reigned,ss The
Church was established as a theocracy, and the Council
of Fifty met intermittently as a sort of shadow
government, ready to take over when Gentile rule
collapsed.

The Utah War was the first real crisis of conflict faced
in the new land of promise. It was largely fanned on the
Mormon side by premillennial fervor,~ and was seen as
the beginning of the end for their enemies. Missionaries
to the Gentiles were called home; their chance to accept
the gospel had passed,s7 With the Gentile mission
ending, the time had now come for "the first to be last,"
and the Indian mission was accordingly renewed to
fulfill Book of Mormon eschatological prophecies.ss
Some were actually disappointed when peace was
negotiated with the United States. One Joseph Morris,
proclaiming Brigham Young a fallen prophet whose
cowardice had forestalled the Second Coming, gathered
a group of 500 disgruntled Saints who sold their worldly
possessions and gathered in Davis County to await
Christ’s appearance.S9

But it was the American Civil War which raised
Mormon hopes for divine vindication to their highest
pitch in the nineteenth century, since the conflict so
obviously fulfilled Joseph’s eschatological prophecies: a
civil war beginning with the rebellion in South Carolina
would lead to war being "poured out upon all nations...
until the consumption decreed hath made a full end of all
nations." This would mark the beginning of the
apocalyptic conflict which would culminate in the Lord’s
return.60 Despite the public avowal for the Constitution
and the Union at the outbreak of the war, Mormon
leaders, taking their cue from Brigham Young, preached
that neither side would emerge victorious; they were
simply bringing about the fall of the government so that
the kingdom of God could assume its rightful rule and
prepare for the Second Coming.o~

Although the outcome of the Civil War was less
cosmic than the Mormons had anticipated, they were
not long left to ponder .this delay in the eschatological
program. The newly vindicated federal government
turned its moral attention from slave owners to
polygamists, and the ensuing campaign renewed
Mormon millennial yearnings.~2 As 1890 approached,
the date around which several of Joseph Smith’s
prophecies concerning the Parousia clustered, the
Church was on the edge of chaos over prosecution of the
1882 Edmunds Act, which made polygamy a criminal
offense, and the 1887 Edmunds-Tucker Act, which
legally dissolved the Church and disenfranchised all
Mormons. Wilford Woodruff, hiding from federal
agents, wrote in his journal, "There has never been such

a time since the organization of this church when such a
universal howl was raised against us .... TYne
government seems determined on the destruction of the
faithful Latter-day Saint.’’6s Church leaders adamantly
maintained that t’hey would never capitulate; the Load
would intervene in their defense. John Taylor believed
that he would return to Jackson County to spend his last
days.64 President Woodruff is reported to have received
a revelation that the Saints were "not to yield one
particle of that which [the Lord] has revealed and
established .... We are l~.omised redemption and
deliverance if we will trust in God and not in the arm of
flesh.’’6s I, orenzo Snow, shortly before the Manifesto,
argued in his polygamy trial that God would not revoke
plural marriage but that he would overthrow its
opponents.66

For many it seemed now or never. Popular enthusiasm
over the imminence of the Second Coming in fulfillment
of Joseph’s prophecies became so intense that the leaders
had to speak out against the folly of setting up a
timetable for the Lord.67 Not only the day and hour were
unknown, insisted George Q. Cannon, but the year as
well. There were too many prophecies yet to be
fulfilled.6s Nevertheless, the increasing frequency of
such calls for level-headedness merely underscores the
widespread millennial enthusiasm among the members.

Although the Manifesto was undoubtedly perceived
by most Mormons as a tectical and temporary expedient
rather than a defeat, it is significant that Wilford
Woodruff explained his inspiration in terms of the
disaster that l~aced the Church, rather than the promise
of redemption just around the corner. Yet this latest
delay of the Parousia was perhaps the most profound of
all for Mormonism, because it marked the beginning of
an about-face which drastically altered the character of
the Church.

~driefly stated, the Church abandoned its adversarial
role in American culture and entered the mainstream.
Within a few years of 1890, not orily polygamy, but
theocracy and communitarianism, the three most
distinct practices of nineteenth-century Mormonism,
were relegated to the heroic past and the idealized future
in Mormon thought.69 It is difficult for modern
Church members to comprehend the enormity of these
changes. As Hansen points out, "Mormonism . . . has
experienced a social and intellectual transformation of
such magnitude that a resurrected Joseph Smith,
returning to earth today, might well wonder if this was
indeed the same church he had founded .... "7o Once the
vanguard of a radical "alternate sexual life-style,"
offensive to the moral sensibilities of virtually every
"decent" American, Mormonism has become the
foremost bastion of bourgeois monogamy.71 Once
enthusiastically experimenting in the creation of a
"divinely" egalitarian economy, the Church has since
embraced the capitalist ethic and founded its large
financial empire firmly upon the grey flannel rock of
Adam Smith. As early as 1922 E.E. Ericksen noted, "The
philosophy of the church leaders was at one time radical
and socialistic; it is now conservative and capitalistic."72
The antagonism to the secular government of the
United States, manifested in the Council of Fifty and the
de facto theocracy in territorial Utah, has been succeeded
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in the twentieth century by official disavowal of Church
interference in partisan politics combined with a
conspicuous patriotism among both leaders and laity.73
The earlier disdain for Gentile wars was reversed when
the United States entered World War I and Church
leaders encouraged young men to enlist and do their
duty. Pacifism among Mormons was infrequent
compared with the rest of the nation.TM Mormons today
point with pride to their fellow members’ involvement
and influence at all levels in the American political
process. The aloofness from American politics and the
shadow government described by Klaus Hansen in his
Quest for Empire seems incredible to most modern Church
members.75 In addition, the "Gathering" concept so
central to the earlier Church has now been sublimated
into a universalistic one, focusing upon Zion as the pure
in heart rather than any particular place.7o The Saints
are actively encouraged to build up the Church
organization wherever they live.

This drastic transformation has led Mark Leone to
state flatly that "modern Mormonism cannot be
understood in terms of the same institution that made so
much sense for the nineteenth century.’’77 It has taxed

more than one historian attempting to explain it. "’In
view of the seeming bitterness of the struggle," writes
Hansen,

the rapid metamorphosis of the kingdom of God into an
eminently respectable middle class religion holding up all
the virtues of the Protestant ethic is nothing less than a
miracle. How is it possible that within a generation a
people that had been the very epitome of an
antibourgeois mentality became one of the mainstays of
American middle class culture?7s

Although other factors should not be slighted, the
most straightforward explanation equal to the magni-
tude of the "Americanization" of Mormonism is, in fact,
the delay, or "non-event," of the Parousia. The Saints

THE MOST STRAIGHT-
FOR WARD EXPLANA TION
EQUAL TO THE MAGNITUDE
OF THE "AMERICANIZATION"
OF MORMONISM IS THE
NON-EVENT OF THE
PAROUSIA.
finally realized that they could not count on the Second
Coming to deliver them from present ills and conflicts.
They would have to make accommodations to the
realities of the modern world. It was, as Leonard Arring-
ton described it, "the great capitulation.’’79 Apparently,
the Lord’s concept of "nearness" was not the same as
man’s.

This perspective adds a new dimension to
understanding the Mormon experience. Even in their
struggle to survive in the wilderness, the Saints were
intent on "building the kingdom" to prepare for the
millennial reign of Christ. Radical aberrations from
conventional religious piety were rehearsals for the
future. In 1869 Brigham Young described the United
Order as "a stepping stone to what is called the order of
Enoch, but which is in reality the order of heaven."n° The
egalitarianism of the Law of Consecration as well as the
polygamy of Celestial Marriage and the monolithic
theocracy of the President of the Church and the
Council of Fifty were all a foretaste of and preparation
for the Millennium, what a New Testament scholar
might call "realizing eschatology." The heavenly
kingdom was so near that its effects had already broken
in upon them, like the light of dawn which suffuses the
early morning air before the sun itself actually appears.
But that light could hardly remain constant when the
sun failed to rise, and especially when the powers of
Mormonism survive only by adapting, and it would be
hard to find a more successful model of accommodation
than the LDS church in this century. By exalting the
conventional values of individualism--capitalistic self-
reliance, strict monogamy, and patriotism through
loyalty to established secular authority--Mormonism
has transcended if not transformed its roots. And the
astounding success of its missionary program has
validated that turn-about, both psychologically arid
empirically. Few but the most die-hard fundamentalist
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Mormons would advocate a return to the radical
programs of the previous century.

But if polygamy, theocracy, communitarianism, and
the Gathering were so closely bound to Mormon
millenarianism in the past, does eschatology have a
future? Certainly there has been no abandonment,
much less renunciation, of belief in the Second Coming
and the millennial reign of Christ.81 Along with signs of
the times, such as wars, catastrophes, and developments
in the Middle East, admonitions to "lengthen your
stride," put aside a year’s supply of food, and get your life
in order, as well as emphasis on the expansion of the
missionary program itself are often interpreted by
Church members as indicating the imminence of the
Parousia. Church leaders occasionally feel constrained
to deny that their warnings about being prepared
warrant any fanaticism about the end of the world,82 and
recently no less an authority than Bruce R. McConkie
cautioned a group of bishops and stake presidents that
members who avoid making long-term commitments,
such as schooling, in the belief that Christ will come
shortly are in error. I:t his opinion,"the Lord is not at the
door as we measure time," and, patriarchal blessings tO
the contrary, Elder McConkie did not expect Christ to
return in the lifetime of anyone present,s3

What then is the religious function of eschatology and
the millennial hope if we are now to understand that
the end is not yet, and perhaps not even nigh? While the
warning against extremism in expectation of the Second
Coming is understandable and perhaps necessary, it
would be a mistake to relegate these doctrines to an
archaic past. Although Mormons have experienced a
delay of 150 years, Christianity two millennia, and
Judaism even longer, faith in the coming Day of the Lord
is no less relevant for the Saints today. This is true for
several reasons.

First, for every human being, the end of the world,
this world, is inevitable. But because our personal death
is a subject we normally suppress psychologically, the
"myth" of the Second Coming is perhaps a less onerous
device through which to come to terms with our own
mortality. The imminence of the Parousia demands our
recognition of the transitory nature and uncertainty of
the present life, so that we can focus our perspective
upon higher, more lasting realities.~4 Although this
theme has been developed extensively by existentialist
theologians, its focus is primarily ethical and constitutes
the core of Jesus’ preaching: repent, for the kingdom of
heaven is at hand. The Restoration is a renewal of this
call to righteousness, which must be obeyed now, today,
before it is too late.

Second, millennial doctrine imparts meaning to
history. It assures us that history is headed toward a
purposeful consummation and that what we are
experiencing is not random chaos doomed to be repeated
in endless cycles of human folly or ended entirely in
nuclear holocaust. Christian eschatology means that
God is in ultimate control and that however much evil
seems in the ascendancy there is hope for the future. It
allows us, in fact prods us, to go on.

Finally, and this is especially true for Mormons, belief
in the Parousia means that we have a role to play, that
our contribution is valuable, that we can make a

difference in the world. We are building the kingdom of
God so that we can receive the kingdom of heaven. Our
efforts to advance human progress, to comfort the
oppressed and convert the oppressor will finally succeed
because the Lord is coming to vindicate and consummate
our efforts. Indeed, it is the very fact of the delay which
allows us this participation in the work of’God and thus
progress toward fulfillment of our humanity in his
image. Although the Parousia is an act of divine
interver~tion, Christ does not come in a vacuum. As
Jedediah Grant admonished, "If you want a heaven, go
and make it.’’~5

This attitude of positive involvement in bringing
about a better world is too often obscured or perverted
into passive fatalism by a near-sighted millenarianism.So
A missionary visiting in our home once commented on
an earthquake which had just killed hundreds in the
Middle East. His tone was almost exultant; it was a "sign
of the times," proving that the Second Coming was
really getting close. Clearly, neither misanthropic
delight at the anticipated destruction of the wicked nor
withdrawal from the corrupt world to safely await the
end is an appropriate response to a doctrine of millennial
hope. Neither are we justified in disavowing or ignoring
altogether eschatology, as if this would somehow certify
our intellectual sophisitication. In acknowledging the
delay of the Parousia and its effects on Mormonism, we
may be opening the way for an advance from the milk of
provincial scriptural astrology to the meat ofultimate
meaning in history. For lo, the coming of our Lord is
with us always, even unto the end of the world.

KEITH E. NORMAN received an MTS from Harvard Divinity School
and a Ph.D. from Duke University in Early Christian Studies.
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